MISSOULA HORSE COUNCIL
BOARD MEETING
April 12th , 2016
7:00 – 9:00pm
Perkins Restaurant

BOD members present: Sheila Mealey, Joan Scheffer, Ginny Fay, Sheila Miller,
Rachel Ambrose, Arwyn Anthony
Absent: Lynn Thee: excused, Lynn Lee, Aneill Fisler (working) Cindy Arnottaccident, Penny Bucher-working.
Non-BOD present: Amandine Remington (brief presentation) Bill Bucher:
(culvert parade!) Susan Mayer.
Sheila Mealey presided over meeting in Lynn Thees’ absence. Sheila: Agenda
e-mailed and handed out.
Sheila Miller: emailed financial report to all, Rachel Ambrose emailed
membership info and PSA announcements that are airing currently.
Approval of previous minutes with addition amendment of those chosen for the
Volunteer appreciation award: Rachel Ambrose, Ginny Fay, Sheila Mealey and
Joan Scheffer were approved for the award. Rachel moved and Arwyn
seconded minute approval with amendment. All in favor. Passed
FINANCES: Sheila Miller discussed the financial report and noted issues with the
name change and the instructions that were given to her for this which were
somewhat incorrect. She is working to fix them so that the Park name is Big Sky
Horse Park on the paperwork and the board is the Missoula Horse Council.
We did receive payment from the NEW easement fund of $6900.00 which was
deposited and is tagged for the western events arena as previously voted. They
still owe the remainder to total $8,000, ($1,100) but we need to turn in receipts to
receive this.
Sheila mentioned that there are a number of created accounts that have no funds
attached to them, she is working on which should be kept and which need to be
cleared off the books.
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We need to make a decision on the 990 form which needs to be done by May 15.
Sheila had someone who had made an offer to do it, but we wanted to check with
Cindy and her Mom and see if that was still an option or not. Sheila will contact
Cindy about it. This needs to get completed now.
We need to complete a full audit and make a spread sheet for that that can be
used from here on out. Ginny offered to help Sheila with this and run it by Lynn
Thee - once it is done. Hopefully, we can make it easier in years to come by
getting a very complete one done now.
Instructor insurances are still coming in and Lynn Thee has been working on this
getting completed.
VOLUNTER COORDINATION: Amandine was here briefly to discuss her role as
volunteer coordinator. She had some very good ideas about what notes to keep
on folks so they could be utilized to their strengths including event savvy, horse
knowledge and event experience. A discussion brought up that we were all there
to help and that the full definition of this is being created now. It was felt that it
would be best for event coordinators to contact Amandine with what help they
needed at what type of positions for the shows and then Amandine could make
better decisions on who to put in what role. Susie said she is happy to train folks
and go over things with them so they can learn, but needs time before the show
to do this and have them ready. We have many shows and events and all felt
this position of volunteer coordinator was very important. We appreciated
Amandines’ commitment and ideas for it and welcome her help. Rachel will get a
list of membership folks who have been help in the past to Amandine and she will
update this with new volunteers as we go along.
ENDOWMENT: Ginny has been speaking to Roberta B. and Marge H. about the
endowment and changing how it is managed to better benefit the BSHP. Final
approval is waiting for all BOD members input, but needs completion ASAP.
(Cindy A. and Lynn L. need to give input). The bank is being tolerant but needs
to know soon or the deal with be withdrawn. Sheila Miller would like to see the
bank changed to First Security. This needs further discussion.
A vote was held to buy the culvert needed to improve the traffic on the cross
country course. Bill had an opportunity to get this done this week. Membership
agreed to the purchase and installation on line.
Rachel moved and Sheila Mealey seconded approval of the financial report with
our discussions as noted. All were in favor.
Cindy was unavailable due to a car accident and could not report on the Events
as Event Director.
MEMBERSHIP: Rachel shared the membership income and discussed how we
may work this in the future as not many folks actually display the medallions and
they are expensive if no one is really using them. The on-line membership
seems to be working well. The PSA ads are running now. The Facebook and
webpages are updated regularly. Ginny needs event coordinators to get
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information for her to post on the sites and pictures of park projects and
improvements would be great to post as well. (Note the culvert photobomb,
tonight!) REMEMBER THE WORK DAY APRIL 23RD!
Sheila Mealey is working on getting us into the Equine Directory book for 2016.
Penny on a Sandwich Board advertisement for various shows and events.
Rachel talked of the drone fly by video for the park, but would like our signs to be
up before that project to gets done.
We discussed the need for new signage to get up in the park ASAP since we
have a lot of events and activities. We still want to get a brightly colored lock
box, drop box/information center set up near the front gate- (with maps of the
areas eventually.)
We need to see where the big signage is needed and contact the BSSC and
County about the immediate concerns to get our signs up now. Ginny, Susie,
and Arwyn are willing to work on a committee to get these things done and
approved. Rachel had some estimates for 4x8 and larger signs-constructed and
painted with a 10 year guarantee for around $360.00 and up with bigger sizes.
We need to address getting the large sign in front of the announcer stand, the
front gate sign and one by the other entrances up and looking good. No one
knew quite where we were with what Cindy had discussed about a student doing
the large sign. Rachel had estimated it with someone last year for a cost of
around $1,000. We wondered about the dangers in trying to put this up
ourselves and the safety of having professionals complete that task. The sign
committee will take these things on and try to contact Cindy. Thanks to those
offering to help with this very necessary project. It was mentioned that Bill
Dahlgren would be a good first person to discuss the sign ordinances with and
that Cindy needs to represent our needs for this at the county meetings – as a
safety and informational need. Can we get any county funding for signs?
ENGLISH EVENTS: Rachel mentioned that Deb Anderson had purchased new
rails for the upcoming show season and would deliver them to the park. She
would like a check made out to Cenex for these so she did not have to pay out of
pocket for them. (20 rails/ 17 feet each) from Cenex). She will get the amount to
Sheila. Bill asked Deb to call him with a delivery time, so he could help unload
them.
Susie talked about her first event and is still in need of some helpers. She is well
underway with what is needed and arranging judges and gate people. Ribbons
have been purchased for all the shows and awards are being worked on, too.
Great work, Susie! The work day and the installation of the culvert are all
important to getting the park ready for the first event and many to follow. Susie
also has gotten some community service kids who will be helping with projects
on the 23rd work day. We need ALL HANDS ON DECK for this. Amandine said
she is not available, and Joan S has an EMS conference that day and can’t
attend. We should all get friends and riding folks to come out and help out.
Sheila Mealey mentioned the BSSC dog stations and their upkeep. It has not
been done regularly and there are full bins and no plastic sacks in the holders
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frequently. How can we get better management of these stations? Sheila will talk
to Cindy about this issue.
Poles have been purchased that will need painting and there was some painting
done for the Obstacle course poles on Friday. Program sales for the mini events
are gotten. Coolers are ordered and saddle pads being made. Ribbons are
purchased and some are here for all 3 events and horse show.
Discussion of leaving jumps set up in arena between the two shows that are one
week apart. It was felt this could be done but jump cups will be removed. The
gate will be unlocked so BOD folks should keep an eye on things when out at the
park that week.
Susie wondered about the MSJA insurance for that show and needs to speak to
Lynn about this. We did not believe any was needed for the mini events since
they are a BSHP event. Joan asked if all show were turning in budgets and
costs. Rachel thought it was done at the January meeting. Some entry forms
are coming in through the drop box already so it needs to be checked frequently.
The post office address was left off on the 1st edition of the form, but has been
added now.
MEMBERSHIP DATE/RENEWAL: Rachel would like us to decide to change the
membership year to January thru December. It is hard to coordinate things with
our current end of March date and it doesn’t really make sense. Rachel moved
and Sheila seconded we change this for 2017 year. We need to amend the
policies and procedures to reflect this. The proper change of the park and board
names was re-addressed here. Sheila Miller will check on what paperwork must
be completed for this. It may be 2 separate amendments. Vote passed by all.
WESTERN EVENTS: Kim is out of town, but work is ongoing at the WEA. Sheila
Mealey had a work day for the Obstacle Challenge Friday and we got some work
done on that equipment. Marge and Dan Harper dropped off their very nice tilt
bridge, which they re-stained. Joan and Sheila Miller painted most of the rails
that are needed. Joan and Sheila are working on the rope-a-dope dummy. (You
all met part of “Earl” this evening-more to come!) Sheila found some lariats and
duds at Crazy Horse. We are set for the Pivot Board, Long stick and hula hoop,
and other ideas. The BCH will have an obstacle play day April 17th at 1300 at
BSHP. If you see Dan and Marge Harper-thank them for their bridge! Ethan and
Lorri Zimmerman have agreed to judge the event and have a judges training on
May 13-which is filled with participants wanting to help! About 40 entries are in
for this initial event. Sheila has worked very hard on its organization and ideas
for obstacles. Thanks Sheila.
Suzanne Miller has asked about some sort of corporate membership so she
could bring clients to the park for a drive in the wagon or trail ride around the
park. It was mentioned that this could be done during events and there were
concerns about a wagon moving around when events (especially the jumping
and English events) were in progress. After discussion, it was asked that the
proposal come from Suzanne in writing and for her to make a brief (10-15
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minute) presentation at the upcoming meeting. This should include what fees
she would pay and what insurance she has in place for herself and business.
We would like to be able to go over her proposal and organize our questions
before she presents. Are there certain times of year or dates she is considering?
The barn manager position was discussed. We felt the event coordinator
should arrange for one during their shows, but that we could use someone to
oversee that things were done. Arwyn expressed some interest. What could we
pay someone for this task? Is it easier to just do it with the tractor after events?
Bill discussed that this is a real time saver. How we order shavings was
discussed since Susie wanted to know what she needed to arrange for her show.
We need to all give further thought on what this position needs and how we
manage each event. Susie worked out the pickup and delivery with Bill for her
show and will call to arrange pallets.
CAPITAL PLAN: The county would like the park to have a 5-year plan from
MHC. Mainly what improvements we would like to see in the next 5 years. Ginny
is willing to work on this and Sheila Miller offered her help. Ginny has written
these in the past. Event committees show write up ideas of their needs and
wishes and get them in to Ginny. The audit will help define some bigger
expenses and possible need of upgrades. Include possible cost in your ideas and
estimates.
WEED MANAGEMENT PLAN: Ginny said the County had issues with a 90-acre
plan and wanted it divided into a 30 + 60-acre plan. Ginny is jumping through
some hoops to get want is needed. A lot has to do with the leases on the
property. She will get some updates to the document, but feels it can still serve
the purpose for 30 + 60 acres.
FESTIVAL OF THE HORSE: There was some ill will between the organizers and
MHC about this event. The original proposal to MHC had been altered and the
plan given enough time to allow barrel race to be done-which was the plan
originally. It was felt we could do a booth for them, but no one had time to
organize another event as the date of this event conflicted with many things. It
was discussed that we need to present a friendly stance to the community and
try to work hard to help them with other horse related projects. Sheila spoke
about representing BSHP to the best of our ability whenever we are talking with
folks.
MHC Computer: Use of the Geek Squad or using Jeff Higgins who would donate
1 hour of time to be sure virus protection is up to date and working well. Sheila
Miller will work on this,
Bill Bucher and Kim Strickler have got their job description turned in and need to
meet with Sheila and Lynn to review and finalize things. It seems to be working
out well for both of them at the BSHP.
WEA and Bitterroot Rough Riders: Need input from Kim and Penny who are not
here tonight.
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October 13: We need to consider where and how the awards banquet will be
handled. Let’s all think about his and work on it next month. Do we want it to be
a fund raiser as well as an awards event? Catered? In a facility or under a tent?
Where? Etc.
Sheila Mealey has a Girl Scout troop coming to do some Big Sky Horse Park
chores and earn their “Horse” badges. She is ironing out dates and needs some
good calm horses to use as well as helpers. Talk with Sheila if you or your
horses can help. (Joan said she could help)
Remember we will host the State Special Olympics Equestrian Games on May
19 and will need help for this event all day. It is a rewarding event for all.
Bill has the culvert and showed it to us in a drive by! He can put it in this week
and would like input from Susie and Rachel about it. May need some dirt to
finish the project off.
People asked about barrel racing practices and when barrel racing will begin.
Kim had dates of May 12 and 26, but we would like to finalize what to tell people
that are asking and get advertise. We need to speak with Kim about her plans
when she returns. We know she will need some helpers for these events.
Rachel moved and Ginny seconded we adjourn. All agreed and went out for a
photo shot with Earl and the culvert. Susie LOVES the culvert!
JS 4/16/2016
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